
  Robin Raznick
   
painter, acrylic    space 215B 
  
"This complexity of the painted surface heightens the abstraction and creates an infinite combination of textures." 
  
I am a Los Angeles native who grew up in in the Hollywood Hills where I was exposed to a diverse group of creative 
thinkers.  I have had several showings in LA and have a healthy local patronage.  I hold numerous degrees in fine arts. 
  
The work can be described as abstracted representation.  My hand is evident in the tooling of the undulating surfaces, 
dynamic mark-making, and unabashed use of color.  The work is often substantial in scale and invites the viewer to step 
inside and enjoy an understanding of the maker’s physical process.  I approach art making as a no-holds-barred 
encounter; I interact with the canvas and paint, allowing the materials to flow and the imageries to emerge.  Layers of 
paint are applied and color values are manipulated to reveal a sculptural surface.  This technique is merged with areas of 
under painting which are left exposed.  This complexity of the painted surface heightens the abstraction and creates an 
infinite combination of textures. 
 

Painting at the Pond 
 Artists gather and paint around the  

restored, 100- year-old Lily Pond   

As part of the commemoration of the Centennial anniversary of the City, 
Beverly Hills residents have generously devoted time and money to help the City rebuild the 100 year old Lily Pond 
in the centermost block of historic Beverly Gardens.  Artists with outstanding rendering skills, adept at realizing that 

elusive material, water, will be demonstrating their abilities and their work thoughout this artSHOW weekend. 
These painters include: 

Lori Corradi, Brad Elsberry, Raymond Harris, Jamie Perry, Robin Raznick, Tracy Reid and Sarah Steiber.    
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    Sarah Stieber

painter, acrylic    space 227 
  
Sarah Stieber is a young artist whose flamboyant portraits and mystical scenes reflect a 
lifelong desire to elicit the extraordinary.  Stieber’s colorful, energetic style reflects the 
vibrant culture and vistas of her native Southern California, where she has been painting 
professionally since 2010. 
  
Stieber began painting as a child, winning a nationwide Road and Track art contest at the 
age of seven.  An opportunity to study the masterpieces of Florence’s Uffizi museum as a 
teenager further encouraged her to pursue fine art.  At Boston University, Stieber explored 
color theory, oil technique, and dramatic subject matter, earning a degree in painting with 
honors. Through Boston University, Stieber spent the spring of 2009 in Venice, Italy, 
where her work was selected by the Arrivi e Partenze competition to be shown alongside 
Biennale art. 
  
Stieber’s work has been showcased in national competitions, winning a public art 
competition through Coachella Music and Art Festival, and being juried as the featured 
artist for San Diego's "North Park Festival of Arts".  A designe by Stieber was selected to 
adorn ONE condom wrappers, and she was featured as the San Diego showcased artist 
for EFFEN Vodka's "The Art of Design" exhibition.  Most recently, she was commissioned 
to paint the centerpiece paintings for the redesigned Courtyard Marriot in Downtown San 
Diego, and for Spring Hill Suites by Marriott in Oceanside.   
  
  



   Brad Elsberry

painter, acrylic & glaze   space 219       
 
Brad is one of our country’s many military “brats”.  He was born in Texas to an 
Oklahoma family and since his father was in the Air Force, the family traveled 
extensively.  They eventually settled in Irvine, California, where Brad attended 
U.C. Irvine., and where he is now based. 
  
Brad paints romantic, finely-realized American landscapes in the American 
Sublime style dating back to the Hudson River School of painting.   
  
He is a studio painter.  After extensively photographing in the field, he works with 
the photographs to build a new scene with a certain emotional composition.  Brad 
presents a nature we rarely see, finding a time of day and weather which provide 
extraordinary air and light, then rendering myriad details and textures of grasses, 
leaves, rocks and water.  As in a Hudson River School painting, we’re surprised 
when a person or animal appears in these designs, since Brad intentionally leaves 
out figures when building the painting’s structure.  He applies acrylic paint and 
dozens of thin glaze layers across each area, a variation of the traditional 
technique of layering oil and applying glaze to specific areas of a painting. 
  
His largest public work is the Irvine Transportation Center’s fifty foot wide Irvine, 
Voyages and Transitions historical mural.  After decades of designing of two- and 
three-dimensional, decorative and fine art works, eight years ago, Brad committed 
to fine art exclusively.  A six-year Laguna Beach Festival of Arts exhibitor, his 
original paintings can be found through Indian Territory and Lu Martin Galleries in 
Laguna Beach California.  

  
  



    Lori Corradi

Laguna Beach California.  

painter, pastels   space 214 
  
Lori Corradi admires and follows in the footsteps of many early California 
Impressionists, painting en plein air to capture the convincing effects of true 
natural light.  Lori says that because natural light is fleeting, the opportunity to 
paint a specific light effect is limited to no more than about two hours at midday, 
and often less than one hour at the extremes of day, sunrise and sunset.  She 
seeks the genuine experience and paints it, regardless of weather or other 
obstacles.  
  
Lori was born and raised in New York City until she moved to Ojai, California in 
1986.  Hiking the local trails with her Golden Retriever serves as an inspiration for 
her artistic expression.  Lori has traveled and studied painting with notable artists 
around the world.  She has often been the featured demonstration artist at art 
shows, including the Beverly Hills Art Show, the Pastel Society of the Gold Coast 
Art Show and the Ventura County Pastel Society Art Show.  She also teaches 
painting with pastels, and using various under painting techniques. 
  
Lori donates a portion of her art sale proceeds to non-profit organizations which 
protect the environment’s flora and fauna.  She also donates to organizations that 
are working to find cures or provide assistance to people with disabilities, and she 
supports the National Disaster Search Dog Foundation, which trains dogs to 
search for survivors in disasters. 



    Raymond Harris

painter, oil   space 229 
 
Raymond Allan Harris was born near Hannibal, Missouri in 1952. His family moved often before settling in 
Pasadena, Texas.  His father, Joe, started working for NASA in 1960 and helped "put a man on the moon". 
Thelma, his mother, raised six children and encouraged his interest in art.  He traveled extensively at an 
early age in order to surf, sketch, and paint. 
 
Harris attended Palomar College in San Marcos, California before moving to Los Angeles to attend Art 
Center College of Design.  He graduated with a BFA in Communication Design.  
 
Ray Harris has worked at filmmaking since 1978, where the storytelling and visualizations he creates for film 
have influenced his fine art paintings.  Harris practices the art of painting from his imagination.  Years of 
animation-related drawing have enabled him to compose almost anything with little or no reference. 
 
At the same time, the important training of working from the model found its way to his more fully realized 
works, genre paintings and interiors. He continues to travel and paint in the plein air style. 
His home and studio are in San Buenaventura, California. 
  



    Jamie Perry

His home and studio are in San Buenaventura, California. 
  
 

painter, acrylic   space 223 
 
Jamie Perry, given a paint set by his parents to keep him busy, discovered a 
love of art as he grew up in Southern California.  That talent that has won him 
numerous accolades and awards.  He gained inspiration from several artists 
including Edward Hopper, Winslow Homer, Maynard Dixon and Andrew Wyeth.  
His art education in California consisted of the Art Center College of Design in 
Pasadena, the Art Institute in Woodland Hills, and Cal State University of 
Fullerton. 
 
He began his career as a commercial artist, specializing in sports and food 
products, rendering hyperrealistic illustrations for magazines and companies 
which included the Los Angeles Dodgers. 
 
A love of the outdoors lead helped steer a growing drive to make fine art.  
Jamie’s landscapes evoke a tonal quality which conveys a sense of serenity.  
His style in the acrylic medium has matured from photorealism to its current 
tranquil yet emotive minimalism.  
 



    Tracy Reid

watercolorist   space 119 
 
Tracy Reid’s exuberant paintings vibrate.  Her work is in many major corporate 
collections and she has received many first place awards in the watercolor 
category at festivals throughout the country. 
 
She attended Fullerton College, UCLA, and Pierce College, where she studied 
with Milton Herschel and Walter Smith.  She has also studied with well-known 
watercolorists throughout the country, including Gerald Brommer, Tom Nicholas, 
Judi Betts, and Maxine Masterfield. 
 
Born in San Diego, she lived in Southern California and Florida for many years, 
and like many full-time artists has traveled extensively to exhibit her work.  She 
currently lives in Parker, Arizona. 
  
 


